ELECTRONICS

Get the edge on frame bonding that seals and cushions.

Get unique shock absorption and sealing performance to reduce the risk of broken screens and improve waterproofing. Our bonding solutions offer excellent impact strength, conformability, surface adhesion and design flexibility.

Smartphones and Tablets
Bond Plastic to Glass.
Protect and seal front displays and back covers on tablets and phones with 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5909.
AUTOMOTIVE

Get more mileage out of displays.

Protect automotive interior screens from impact with this bonding solution. 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5909 is designed for shock absorption performance and great sealing. It reduces the risk of broken screens, dust contamination and offers better design flexibility.
ELECTRONICS

Carry your laptop everywhere.

As laptop computers get lighter and lighter, they are carried everywhere and could be dropped. With great impact resistance, our 3M™ VHB™ Tape can help decrease the risk of a broken screen so your laptop will stay as ready as you are.

ELECTRONICS

SPECIALITY ADHESIVE FOR HIGH IMPACT RESISTANCE

Laptop Bezel Bonding

Protect notebook computers with 3M™ VHB™ Tape 4914.
ELECTRONICS

Embark on an adventure.

Ensure you have the best vision for your Augmented / Virtual Reality goggles by using the best lens bonding solutions. Our 3M™ VHB™ Tape keep your lens from falling apart to keep you focused on the journey at hand.

AR / VR Lens Bonding

Bond Plastic to Glass.

Protect AR / VR Goggles with 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5906.
ELECTRONICS

Waterproof your phone.

Look to 3M™ VHB™ Tape to seal displays, speakers, microphones, volume keys, etc. Its closed-cell construction, conformability and softness can fill gaps while maintaining enough flexibility to bond moving parts.
ELECTRONICS

Picture perfect bonding.

Cameras on mobile phones are more and more sophisticated and require the best bonding solution. With high tensile impact, sealing and reworkability, easy to apply 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5980 protects your camera so that picture perfect moments are always a possibility.
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ELECTRONICS

Stay smart all the time.

Smart Speakers play a growing role in connected homes. They control other devices, can function throughout various rooms, and are becoming more complex. With high drop resistance and sealing, 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5909 helps protect your Smart Speaker so that your house can stay connected all the time.
Solutions that won’t wear out.

Smart Watches follow you wherever you go. To hang tough, they have to resist any environment – wet conditions in particular. With high sealing and impact resistance, 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5980 protects your wearable devices so that you can stay connected all the time.
ELECTRONICS

Protect your home.

Reliability is the most important factor when selecting your home camera. For both indoor and outdoor applications, ensure strong bond and waterproofing to protect who matters most. With high drop resistance and sealing, 3M™ VHB™ Tape 4914 helps you create new designs to keep smart homes safe all the time.
Smart Home Phone Display

Bond Plastic to Inked Glass.
Ensure Strong bond and reliable Waterproofing with 3M™ VHB™ Tape 4914

ELECTRONICS

Avoid any surprise.

Smart homes connect visitors through indoor and outdoor phones. They need to be reliable to operate at all times. With high performance bonding strength and unique sealing properties, 3M™ VHB™ Tape 4914 bonds displays so that your house can stay connected all the time.
Power your ride.

E-bikes and e-scooters rely on a battery that cannot let you down. That’s why they need to resist any rain, snow or muddy conditions. With closed-cell technology that provides high sealing performance, 3M™ VHB™ Tape 4914 can waterproof any battery button or joint for a fun ride in any weather.
Big screens. Better bonding.

Large Monitors are used in both office and manufacturing environments. They are a key interface for design or industrial processes. Because of the weight of the display, a reliable bonding solution is often needed. With high holding power and shock absorbing performance, 3M™ VHB™ Tape 4914 helps protect your large displays so you can be as efficient as possible.
ELECTRONICS

Stay in Control.

Drones are increasingly used for taking pictures, filming and real time analysis of hard to access locations. A reliable display is needed to always stay in control. With high drop resistance and sealing, 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5980 helps protect your display so that you can always keep an eye on what your drone is seeing.
Move with Power.

Smart Watches need a reliable source of power that will not fail. That is why the battery needs to be stabilized even during very active exercise. With high shock absorption, bonding and sealing, 3M™ VHB™ Tape 5980 helps protect your battery to keep you connected for the marathon ahead.